


Button Box

1. Mike Adcock - Mouse Magnetised
An augmentation rather than a complete reworking. 
Mike Adcock – accordion

2. Dead Voices on Air - Stalagmite

3. Weatherglass – Rubato Tins
I have combined some of your sounds with recordings of
my harmonium.

4. Roger Sundström - Silver Fairies
includes
Roger "ErocNet" Sundström- Guitar, Soundscaping, Mix
and a reworked version of the tracks Flim Flamingo 
(Whole track) and Fort 2 -Electric Toothbrush - Quartz 
(extracts from Quartz)

5. skitter - (I think they have rotted the drums)



6. Dave Clarkson - Above the breakers - Harbour lights 
(whistle and I'll come to you mix)

7. Kate Denny - Stalacbite
I did it in a low tech fashion using a sound recorder on 
my mobile phone and playing it through rubbish 
speakers on my laptop. What you can hear is the mouse 
button clicking in and out, me rubbing my fingers 
together, clicking my beaded bracelet, whistling 
through my teeth and breathing - in addition to your 
track.

8. Mick Scrivens - Air Buttons Mixdown 1
Piano, guitar and additional melodeon over "Velux 
Doppler".

9. Peter Marsh- A Separate Mouse Shade
a remix. sounds sourced from Shade, Mouse Magnet and 
Separating Circle. my only addition is a wodge of synth 
bass. 



10. The King's Players - Clap hands, Clap Hands

11. Mark Browne - Quartet for Cephalophone
Air Buttons + The sea in Cyprus 2006 + Cicadas in Italy 
2013 + Frying tonight 

12. C. Reider - Orchard and Resins
My first mix was a bit too pretty, so I shuffled some 
things around.  Avoid pretty if possible.

13. Kendo - Jackenzat Ere
Kendo gara, gure izena legendazko bitxia eta 
misteriotsua  borrokalaria Kendo Nagasatik  dator.  Nor 
den britaniar kirolari erraldoi hau ez dakitenentzat, 
Kendo ez ezaguna geratu zen borroka egiten zuen 
bakoitzean maskara bat ekarri zuelako.  Nahiz eta 
karrera luzea eduki , bere etsaien artean, bat bakarrik 
maskara kentzea lortu zuen, Big Daddy  famatua.  Gu 
berdin, anonimatuan geratzea nahi dugu, harro dela 
pentsatzen duzue arren.  Ez gaude ados, ezta ere ez 
gaude garrantzi handia ematen gure buruari londonen 



diskako kompañia egindako re-mixen album batean 
agertzean. 
Txantxetan gabiltza .Eskerrik asko Richardi proiektu hau 
partez hartzea gonbidatzeagatik eta album originalean 
bezala gure eskaintza Richarden aitarentzat da. 
“Jackentzat ere” deitzen da
Maitasun handiarekin
Kendo

14. Pig7 - Air Bitterns
Pig 7 is Ghengis Attenborough and Kevin Poulton. Using 
sounds entirely from Richard Sanderson's Air Buttons 
and other sounds being generated by processing or 
feedback.
NB: There are no real Bitterns on this recording.

15. K.A. Laity - Carlos
Story written and read by K.A. Laity over Flim Flamingo.

16. Steve Moyes -Gasping
a live improvised mix using Audiomulch and Crossfade 



Loop Synth, and includes segments of all 11 tracks from 
Air Buttons.

17. It Will Turn Into A Head – Rushes

18. Zreen Toyz  -Shade Remix

19. Clive Pearman - Sir William Boucher of Baltimore
Clive Pearman – Banjo and mix.

20. Murmurists- 'For Richard S' 
a live improvisation, made this way: I set up various 
devices of my own choosing, being prepared zither, 
homemade light-reactive synth (by Adrian Beentjes), 
mini-keyboard, and ancient microphone into mini-amp. 
The light-synth and mini-keyboard were plugged into 
into a mixer via a couple of digital delays. A 
disembodied guitar pick-up was used to feed the sounds
of the zither and the tiny amplifier into the mixer. A 
laptop was also plugged into the mixer. Richard 
Sanderson's piece, 'Stalactite', was chosen at random, 



from his album 'Air Button', without previewing. This was 
played live from the Internet, whilst I improvised, 
recording the result straight into Audacity, in one take. 

21. Travis Johnson – Stalactite Reconstruction 

22. Jukka-Pekka Kervinen - Nonlinear Shade

23. Steve Dinsdale - Stalactite Remix
I imagined this as a brief extract from a much longer 
piece where we are playing a joint gig, broadcast on the 
radio. The annonymous listener switches on mid 
performance, decides they have heard enough after 2 
minutes and switches off. The piece continues 
somewhere in the ether...

24. Lee Noyes – Lotus Eaters

25. Steven Ball - Polka Faith
Started with a looped sample from Flim Flamingo (I 
think, now I listen back I can't quite identify it, but you 



probably can), became a song called Polka Faith.

26. Neil Gordon-Orr - Beckenham Lychgate Blues
it's basically a song called 'Beckenham Lychgate Blues', 
inspired by your Beckenham bells sample. The lychgate 
(or corpse gate) at St George's Church, Beckenham is 
reputed to be one of the oldest in the country. It is a 
place where a coffin would be rested on their way into 
a funeral. 

27. Sirencester - Heavy Bellows
starting point was a grating deep note in "Above the 
Breakers" which was then stretched and deepened 
further. Horrible din added.
  
28. Neil Coombes – Button Octopus
 
29. Gavin Parry - V Dopolis 1
Features Graeme Miles, who sadly died this year, 
reciting "Sons of Vulcan" it also contains elements of 
Velux Doppler, Electric Toothbrush and Graeme's song 



"Ring of Iron"

30. Iris Garrelfs - ...eating through wires

31. Michael O'Pray - My Mouse One

32. Steve Heath – Clashing/Wrongness

33. Chris Jones - Unbuttoned
remix of tracks from Richard Sanderson's Air Buttons 
album, plus the voice of God himself...

34. Neil Jones – Waves

35. Elizabeth Veldon - if we shadows have offended, 
think but this and all is mended (some ghosts for 
richard)

36. Alan Savage - Cathedral Whispers
'Cathedral whispers' was an improvised vocal and lyric, 
coloured with some latin mass church music, a rhythm 



track from a steel works rolling mill and medieval 
church plainsong.

37. Paco Rossique - Decir Noche VIII - Revisiting R

38. Linear Bells – Reworking

39. Duncan Goddard-  Listen, someone'll have to pay me
this week (in the bin mix)

40. Ken Ficara - Uphill Bicycle Plod
Harmonitronica

41. Clive Niall - Ranchearo

42. Jude Cowan Montague - Co-Evolution
 I used Richard's “Fort Two/Electric Toothbrush” track as
ambience for a track I had recorded recently at Brian 
O'Shaughnessy's Bark Studios. I feel it adds a sinister 
quality. I speeded up my track to fit the finished piece 
into 2 minutes. The text for the track is based on a 



Reuters news story from 2013 about investigating co-
evolution between three different species of ants.

43. Emily Price – Readers House

44. Sam Fendrich – Water Cinders
Remix and Piano –Sam Fendrich

45. Nigel E. Richardson- Wide Flat Stones
A two minute piece created from two short samples of 
Richard Sanderson's “Keening”, by Nigel E. Richardson, 
Austin TX, November 30th 2013.

46. Chris Whitehead – Tick Tick



skitter



Kendo







After releasing my album of melodeon and 
electronics improvisations, I decided to ask my 
friends whether they would be interested in 
reworking any of the material- I issued an open 
inviatation "Please take any music at all from the 
new release ("Air Buttons" by me) and do what you 
want with it - mangle it, remix it, add things to it, 
sing over it, play a duo with it, slow it down, turn it 
into a tune, cut it up, whatever. BUT please make 
your contribution EXACTLY TWO MINUTES 
LONG". I was astonished by the reaction- soon 
sound files were flying at me from all over the 
world, including from friends of friends of friends, 
as well as from people who've been friends since 
school days. The results are amazingly varied in 
style - and all are fascinating, and of course, none 
of them outstay their welcome. -Richard Sanderson



All pieces include some elements taken from 
the album “Air Buttons” by Richard Sanderson.
Available on Linear Obsessional Recordings.

All tracks released under a Creative Commons 
Non-Commercial Share-Alike licence.
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